
















































































































































































COUNTERFEIT BEAUTY II
BETHANY ROTHWELL

S/S 22

Experimenting with textiles to create texture on a garment that replicates the 
apearance of body hair. 







COUNTERFEIT BEAUTY II
BETHANY ROTHWELL

S/S 22

The idea to challenge the traditional 
views on beauty. Unsettling, bright and 
textured makes the veiwer uncomfortable. 
My textiles is inspired by the same idea 
of enhancing the ugly and tranforming  

insecurities into something to be desired. 







Lost 
Spring Summer 2021

Calming pallet relfects upon the current mood in British society and 
the insecurities of everyday life and living. The fabrics are all have a 
level of delicacy suggesting they way some people feel about their 

insecurties.  



Lost 
Spring Summer 2021

Lose bow Epelet de
tails

























Flat Pack 
S\S 21
Lucy Growdon

Flat Pack furniture has created a massive influx in furniture availability 
for the everyday consumer. Stores such as Ikea have been able 

to build an empire of attainable furnishing by using creative and easy 
solutions to an otherwise complex and specialist craft of furniture 

construction. By making these items in such a drawn back method 
it means that each piece can be used to provide storage, seating 

and decorations while still allowing for use in multiple spaces. 
By having elements that could be detatched and reattatched it

creates an interesting construction method which i wish to apply to
 my garments to allow for adaptation from a consumer. 

 

“Mail order distribution of bulky 
furniture was difficult and expensive, 

and products often got damaged. 
In 1956 we got the idea to take the 

legs off the LÖVET table, which led to
 the idea of self-assembly and 

flat packing”.

Today LÖVET is back at IKEA, 
now named LÖVBACKEN



Hex Bolt head on lobe and back on cuff

Miniature clear bag with 
screws inside inspired by 
furniture assembly packs 

Small silver wrench 
on hoop earing

Look 1

Look 2

Look 3

Flat Pack 
S\S 21
Lucy Growdon

Slptted, pozodrov and phillips
screwdriver bits on a chain from 

lobe hoop to ear cuff

Earing prototypes 

Silver detail earings with DIY inspired details on lobe and helix
Each earing set made with clip on hoops and cuffs so anyone can

wear them.

Final Earing Pieces



Flat Pack 
S\S 21
Lucy Growdon

Cut Line
Fold Line

Key

Wool felt polishing head to secure 
bag which will match the fastenings 
on garments.

Bag Pattern

Shoulder strap changed out from 
smaller handle by removing wool 
felt pins.

Sample bag using 
chosen fabric

Final Bag
Side/Inside

Side
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